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1
Othmar stared at the black display, which reflected his bloated face
back at him. The thing had simply given up the ghost. Without any
warning. While he’d been texting Selma.
I’m sitting on the balcony watching you. I’ve got my dick in my...
He hadn’t got any further. Instead of his dick, he held a dead thing in
his hand. He felt like he was exclusively surrounded by dead things.
The refrigerator, the TV, the dishwasher, the coffee maker, the
washing machine, the microwave, the kettle — the list went on and
on. When had he stopped buying things? It must have been just
before the millennium. That was when the fridge had packed up.
After that, there was cold beer only in winter.
Selma said it was unhealthy to be surrounded by so many dead
objects. It transferred itself to the soul. To which Othmar replied: it
wasn’t like things had a spirit. That she was just imagining stuff. And
that he couldn’t afford to repair or replace them. Although having an
empty apartment seemed to him to be even unhealthier. Which was
why he’d decided not to throw anything away. Otherwise he’d have
felt like he didn’t exist at all. Ultimately, each of those objects was
part of his character. Which Selma in term described as a figment of
his imagination.
In any case, he didn’t even know if anyone in Regina Spa could still
fix things. Given that there were only forty-six inhabitants left. A
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figure that could barely be termed a demographic. If something was
broken, then it was broken. You learned to live with it. In the
meantime, most of the abandoned houses had been colonized by
nature too. If the waterfall hadn’t been so loud, one would literally
have heard the untamed growth running riot.
Othmar had often wondered how long a house was still a house, and
at what point one should start calling it nature again. Were the old
Helenen Baths still swimming baths? Othmar had never wanted to
swim there. Too much marble. Too much spa. Only after they had
locked the place up did he have a craving to go. The same was true of
The Grand Hotel, the casino, the Kleeberg Sanatorium, the radon
baths, the power station. Even the brutalist convention center they
had built in the middle of town during the seventies was only
something Othmar properly registered when it was left to fall apart.
As if only a crashed airplane was an airplane. Or a picked flower a
flower.
Othmar sat on the freezing cold balcony and put the broken phone in
his pocket. Despite a few twinges of gout, he opened himself a fifth
beer. His pot belly protruded from his leather jacket as though it were
on lookout duty. Orange light from Selma’s house. She’d definitely
be wondering why he hadn’t texted back. Maybe he should go down,
even if it broke their agreement. After all, there had to be exceptions.
What if there were an emergency? Othmar thought for a moment. He
couldn’t come up with anything that Selma would believe. Perhaps
he should leave a handwritten note on her door? But that would
arouse suspicion too. Charlotte, her daughter, was anything but
dumb. Quite the opposite. She was cunning as a fox.
He could bluff his way into the Luziwuzi. The pale, low-energy lamps
and yellow lettering shimmered at the end of the valley. Around now,
Tschermak, who ran the bar, usually had a drink with his wife, Karin.
At most, Mayor Zesch would still be keeping him company. Or
perhaps it would be better to head up to the Waldhaus Hotel? At
Moschinger’s he wouldn’t run into Zesch, at least. He’d had enough
of his sniveling political slogans.
Thank goodness the record player was still working. Joy Division
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droned from the room. He should really check on Alpha. He’d
seemed especially gloomy today. Which was about as absurd as
projecting spirits into objects.
Alpha was sitting by the rotating turntable as he did every evening,
staring vacantly into space. In spite of receiving a full dose of
Manchester. Othmar was convinced that the sounds of Alpha’s
hometown reached him somewhere inside. Some kind of stray echo
surely got through. Even if there was no movement. His gaze like an
unspooled cassette tape. Only the peroxide-blond hair jiggling over
the black skin of his forehead.
The icy wind penetrating from outside.
The still darkness waiting to enter.
The unoccupied windows — like the eyes of the blind.
Othmar’s gaze slid from Alpha’s wheelchair to the hospice. It was
too late to visit his father. And anyway, Sister Berta would notice
he’d been drinking. He avoided looking at the Karlsstein. The
thought of Kracken lying silent was too painful. His Kracken! The
most famous club in all the alps. Deep in the mountains beats the
party heart of Europe, The Guardian once wrote. Even twelve-meterthick granite hadn’t managed to stop the beats from forcing their way
into the open air.
Today everything was quiet. If someone dropped a bomb on Regina
Spa, it wouldn’t make the slightest difference. What on earth had
happened? Had their arrogance led to their downfall? The hubris so
clearly displayed by their houses? There they were, stuck like knives
into the steep mountain walls, the more impossible and mocking the
better. Whose idea had it been to build a town in such adverse
conditions? The valley like a deep cut. The rushing waterfall like a
bloodletting which drained away the last vestiges of life. And all of
them stood by passively, watching themselves disappear.
There was a curse on Regina Spa. A curse called Chen. None of those
who remained knew him. No one could say what he had planned. But
everyone accepted his offer. At some point, he would knock at each
of their doors. Othmar had prepared for that moment. Every day, he
readied a new sentence with which to refuse to sell his apartment.
But Chen didn’t come. Othmar blew a stream of smoke through the
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open balcony door. Its tendrils wrapped themselves around the
motionless wheelchair-bound DJ, just like in his best days. A blob of
snot silently detached itself and ran over the lips of his rigid face. No
life on Alpha X.
Alpha X isn’t a DJ.
Alpha X is a planet.
Please welcome from Manchester.
Utz-Utz-Utz…
Othmar preserved Alpha’s dignity in spite of his undignified state.
Every two weeks, Selma came by and restored him. Ready to rock, as
she put it. Othmar knew no one who treated Alpha more tenderly
than Selma. Indeed, he often wished he were in his place. As far as
he was concerned, the tenderness involved in giving care was the
highest level of tenderness. But when Selma came to see him, she
was looking for something else. Then, restoring Alpha was just part
of her foreplay. Lovingly, she cut his hair. Together they changed his
clothes. Then Selma would admonish him because Alpha smelled
rancid again. Which Othmar reflexively blamed on his own poor
sense of smell. That it was down to his laziness didn’t need to be
said. In any case, Othmar wasn’t too particular about his personal
care either. But that didn’t bother Selma. She liked it when a man
gave off a certain aroma, and admitted that she often didn’t wash for
days so she could still sense Othmar while masturbating.
– But then why can’t we see each other more often? It’s just...
Othmar couldn’t think of the word. And Selma smiled, as only Selma
could when she didn’t want to answer something.
– Surely we’ve discussed this enough already.
Which was true, insofar as the conversation always took the same
course, but didn’t alter the fact that they never finished it.
***
The thing between Othmar and Selma had been going on for two
years. It didn’t bother her that his physical decay had overtaken
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Regina Spa’s in that time. Conversely, he had stopped asking when
she would let her hair grow again. Over time, he found himself liking
it. The sweetish smell of a clean-shaven head was particularly
intense. He buried himself in it like others sniffed glue.
– Why, he had so often asked.
– Because I’m too beautiful, she had just as often replied.
Femininity had obstructed the view of her true self. Men only wanted
to see her enchanting facade. She was always just a girl. Always just
beautiful, beautiful, beautiful. But Selma wasn’t beautiful. She was
even quite ugly. He had never told her that, of course. Because it
didn’t matter. Flaws had long since ceased to play any role. Probably
because there were no alternatives. You took what you could get. You
loved whatever was there. Maybe that was the definition of
happiness. That you longed for exactly what was already there.
He didn’t mind Alpha watching them now, either. Staring into the
void while Othmar slaved away sexually. As though it made no
difference. Still, he hoped to conjure up at least a little emotion in his
friend’s face. Because they were friends. More so now than before
the accident. They’d only been business partners then. Othmar had
been a megalomaniac nightclub manager who’d fulfilled a dream by
flying in star Manchester DJ Alpha X for an eye-watering sum of
money. His boss, old Schandor, had been appalled. For that kind of
cash, one could hire dozens of local celebrities. And the dairy cows,
as he called the tourists, didn’t give a damn which Utz-Utz-Utz beat
they stamped their hooves to. But he gave his blessing anyway,
because he valued Othmar.
What a night! Kraken full to bursting. They came from all over to fly
high on Alpha X’s carpet of sound. For one whole evening, Othmar
was the person he imagined himself to be. The person his father had
never wanted him to be.
What had become of old Schandor? Why had he sold everything?
And where had he gone? Othmar didn’t want to believe the rumors.
You didn’t throw it all away for a woman, surely. Especially when
you were ninety. But that was twenty years ago. Presumably, the old
bastard had been six feet under for ages now. And no one would ever
know why Schandor, of all people, who alongside the Kracken club
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owned various hotels, the casino, the Helenen Baths and the ski lifts,
had initiated Regina Spa’s decline.
At the end of that glorious night – summer 1998, the last good year
in Othmar’s life and the year before Chen arrived – he and the great
Alpha X had stood on the Karlsstein smoking a joint so huge it
would make people down below think they’d raised a factory
chimney up there. At that moment, they had become friends. It had
been pitch black. Wobbling around, he had repeatedly lost sight of
the dark-complexioned DJ. Of course, someone like that had no feel
for the mountains. Inky-black air. Four-hundred-meter drop. Razorsharp edge. And a wind that even locals found tricky to navigate.
— It wasn’t your fault, said Selma.
Othmar nodded.
— We shouldn’t have smoked so much pot.
— You shouldn’t have gone skiing.
— It was his idea.
— Precisely.
— A shitty idea.
— But his idea.
Othmar had learned to live with this lie. Because of course it hadn’t
been Alpha’s idea. In order to keep the star DJ from leaving too
hastily, Othmar had persuaded the unathletic Brit to go skiing. After
all, there were no mountains to speak of in England. And if you could
water ski…
— Skiing is skiing!
And snow is nothing but frozen water. And then the ill-fated idea. A
monoski was the closest thing to a waterski! There was practically no
difference. Isn’t it amazing how consistently marijuana prevents a
train of thought from reaching its logical conclusion? Because even
for experienced legs, the monoski was a kind of mobile prison.
With which Alpha managed to glide down the slopes quite elegantly.
Red ski suit. White snow. Blue sky. Black skin. And peroxide-blonde
hair that jiggled happily in the wind. The star DJ hadn’t regretted
staying an extra day. And up until the moment when a Dutch dairy
cow sped down a piste beyond its ability, no one had dreamed that it
wouldn’t be his final day in Regina Spa.
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— It was fate.
— He had seen it moving towards him in his slipstream.
— He had looked his destiny in the eye.
— With a normal pair of skis he could have taken evasive action.
— It had been the Dutchman’s fault.
But it was Othmar who’d been left to pick up the pieces. Paraplegia
and the chronic pain caused by multiple fractures wouldn’t
necessarily have stopped Alpha X from pursuing his career. The
irreparable brain damage was another matter. Even the Dutchman’s
monthly compensation payments did nothing to alter that —
payments which Othmar used to make ends meet to this day. Hard to
believe there was no one willing to look after such a famous DJ.
After growing up an orphan in Manchester, he had worked his way
into the premier league of DJ hype in the nineties. Not bad for
someone who couldn’t play soccer or sing. Unfortunately, he’d spent
all of his money on drugs, and his longtime friends turned out to be
unreliable. The honest truth was that no one had responded to
Othmar’s desperate letters.
— You could have put him in a nursing home.
— I didn’t have the heart.
— The heart. Selma looks at him with a frown.
That same year, the lights went out in the Kraken club. Suddenly,
Othmar faced ruin. He found a meaningful existence in caring for
Alpha. And with a modest lifestyle, the Dutchman’s contributions
were enough for the two of them in the short term. ‘In the short term’
was by now over twenty years. Othmar hadn’t had a relationship with
any woman for as long as he’d been with his silent friend.
— True. He never complains, and you always have the last word and
a ready excuse for not leaving.
— To go where, exactly? Are you leaving soon too?
— Aha. And where would I go?
— No idea. But Charlotte’s nearly seventeen. In a year at most she’ll
be gone.
— All the more reason for me to stay. Or do you reckon I’ll follow
my daughter?
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— She’ll go looking for her father.
— No, she won’t.
In principle, he knew as little about Selma as Charlotte knew about
her father. Not once during their two years together had she invited
Othmar back to hers. Just the regular Tuesday evenings at his place.
Because officially, she was at a weekly workshop in Salzburg.
— I don’t want Charlotte to know about us.
— Is she still doing it with young Zesch?
— Breathe a word of that to anyone and I won’t be back.
Then her hand wandered down his pot belly and managed to silence
him with its magical grip.
If the mayor had known his son was doing it with the daughter of the
left-wing baldy, all his right-wing fuses would have blown. Othmar
had nothing against Zesch, though. After all, he’d seen the mayor in a
different light: on stage in a police uniform, his face covered with
pustules, gashes and blisters. When Zesch played his electric guitar,
it sounded like he was copulating with a chainsaw. But even back
then, Othmar suspected he was there mainly for the uniform rather
than the zombie make-up. Zesch was no punk. Nor did he want to
call the band Sisters in Blisters. He was keener on Messerschmitt or
Black Sun.
The Zesch family had always been a Nazi brood. They had it like
other people had herpes: it was in their blood, but not everyone
displayed symptoms. In his schoolfriend Heimo, it came and went.
Depending on the circumstances.
But then, no one could shake off the dust of their family heritage.
Including Othmar. On the other hand, he also knew there was one
thing you had even less choice over than your relatives. Namely
yourself. Free will, my ass. If it were up to Othmar, he’d have done
lots of things differently. With hindsight. And at times like these, you
had to give thanks for anyone who stayed.
— Why did you never leave, Othmar?
— They’ll all come back. You’ll see.
— You’re a hopeless romantic.
— Why did you never tell Charlotte who her father is?
— Because I don’t know.
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But Selma could have known. Back then, when things got dicey,
she’d immediately slept with five men as a precautionary measure.
— Charlotte’s my daughter. I don’t need a man. Besides, that was
common in Weikersdorf. No one took sex too seriously there.
Othmar had never taken sex too seriously, either. And had therefore
slept with a total of only nine women. Although he could have had
one every night at the club. But somehow, he’d never known when to
stop. He’d always overdone the alcohol and weed.
When Selma had pitched up in Regina Spa three years earlier, word
quickly got around. At the time, there were still three hundred and
seventy-four people left. A madwoman had occupied old
Baumgartner’s house. The madwoman was old Baumgartner’s
daughter, who’d sought refuge in a commune when she was young.
Why had she left Weikersdorf after fifteen years? Selma answered
that with a smile and her magical grip as well.
— None of your business.
And when he had persisted, in spite of her rubbing her scalp against
his genitals, she just said:
— You and I are what’s happening here. And nothing else. That’s the
deal. Okay?
As already stated: you took what you could get. And Othmar spent
the seven days between Selma’s visits either on his balcony, in the
Luziwuzi bar or in the Waldhaus Hotel, thinking about how to put an
end to Chen’s game.
Tired, he yawned a warm, beery breath into the cold air of Regina
Spa. Sat there like a chief watching over his tribe, with a view of the
whole place from his balcony. The streets were empty. Apart from the
DHL truck, which brought the forty-six remaining people their
weekly rations of food, there wasn’t a single movement to be logged
today. Neither in Regina Spa nor on planet Alpha X.
Then a white blur flashed in the snowy landscape. One could barely
see the identically hued Toyota. But nobody entered the reserve
without Chief Othmar noticing. He could only just hear his own
whisper above the cascading waterfall.
— Chen.
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2.

It had taken the whole A-side of Joy Division for Othmar to decide
he would make his way down to the castle. Actually, it had taken
even longer. He had rolled himself another joint, to allow his thought
to take on the right aggregate state. It was the kind of thing that
needed time to form. All of his thoughts simultaneously took flight in
different directions. With the patience of a shepherd, he herded them
back together again, so that they could finally commit to a single,
unified idea:
— Othmar. You’re going to visit Wegenstein and confront this Chen.
Proud of his armada of thoughts, which seemed more determined
than his limping gait — due to his gout on the one hand and that
extra beer on the other — he went out. Before leaving, he closed
Alpha’s eyes. Not that it would make any difference to him, but
Othmar felt better doing that when he left him on his own.
The cold did his swollen ankle good. The walking less so. He
staggered over the iced-up bridge past St. Regina, who looked down
at him in her damaged state. She was missing her left ear and
portions of her nose. He had worked out that it would take 500,000
years before her face became unrecognizable.
Othmar ignored the earsplitting waterfall, which cascaded through
the canyons of houses, past the convention center and into the depths
of the disused power plant. A red light, which no one had paid any
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attention to for years, was showing as he crossed the road and walked
past the school. The brown leather vaulting horse still stood in the
middle of the gymnasium; no one had put it away when the school
finally closed its doors. Aside from a bit of mildew, it was in decent
shape. Pieces of parquet lay scattered around it, fractured by ice. He
felt a longing for springtime, when green shoots sprouted in the
cracked asphalt. As he passed the Helenen Baths, he tore a missing
poster for the lousy cat off a streetlamp without breaking his stride.
MISSING. OUR ONE AND ONLY – ANGELO. For a year now, Dr.
Schandor had been trotting around town, looking for the filthy
creature at the behest of his wife. No wonder the dentist holed
himself up in his empty practice every day. It was his only refuge. He
had pretty much nothing in common with his uncle.
Othmar paused for a moment in front of Selma’s. The cold wind
blew down his neck. He raised the collar of his between-the-seasons
leather jacket. The orange light fell through the curtains onto the
snow. Othmar crossed his arms and hugged himself tightly. Was it
love or the idea of a heated room? His gaze wandered to the
panoramic window of the Grand Hotel. It was dark. So Charlotte was
home. And Selma wasn’t alone. Sighing, he hobbled on, and ten
minutes later reached the closed castle gates. There was no trace of
the white Toyota. Drunkenly, he narrowed his eyes.
— It wouldn’t be Chen if it wasn’t Chen.
He tried to kid himself that he had a plan. But he didn’t. So he
whacked the gates with all his might. They opened. Without the
count’s help. Sighing, Othmar staggered into the courtyard. No white
Toyota here, either. Why would Wegenstein have let the Chinaman
in, anyway? After all, his family had once stopped Napoleon from
entering. The Wegensteins had lived in Regina Spa for five hundred
years. So they wouldn’t let themselves be chased off by a Chinaman.
On the other hand, the count needed money. Since his wife had left,
he’d lived in just one of the castle’s rooms.
— Because I don’t need more!
Because he was bankrupt. As befitted a nobleman, he had never
stooped so low as to earn his own living. One was what one was.
Even without a profession. In this respect, Othmar and the count
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were alike. Othmar had ennobled himself, so to speak. Just like
Napoleon.
— Wegenstein! Open up!
Othmar knew exactly which room the count was in. He could see
him through the window, even though it had been plunged into
darkness. He’d probably heard Othmar coming and hastily switched
off all the lights.
— Wegenstein! I can see you. It’s no use!
Old square-skull was sitting motionless, miming a statue. He must
seriously have thought that Othmar wouldn’t be able to spot him
amidst all that junk. Wegenstein had moved half of the castle into his
room.
— Wegenstein! Stop being so stubborn! It’s cold out here!
Rapid puffs of smoke rose from the count’s pipe. Surely the cretin
hadn’t let Chen buy him out? Othmar hit the window so hard that
Wegenstein finally reared up, tore it open and roared:
— What do you want? I’m already asleep!
— Sitting up?
Othmar climbed through the window without invitation. His ankle
was throbbing. But the pain wasn’t really registering now, thanks to
the alcohol.
— Are you insane? If you’ve broken that window, I’ll freeze to death
in the night.
The count sat back down in his wing chair and pulled truculently at
his pipe. Othmar searched drunkenly for the light switch.
— Back there. By the elephant foot.
His pot belly nudged a stuffed ostrich, which fell over with a screech.
Then he felt something soft beneath the sole of his shoe. Othmar
wasn’t sure if it had still been alive up until then. Probably a mouse.
He felt his way along the wall. And cut himself on a medieval sword.
— Goddammit!
— Left. No. Your left.
Finally, there was light. Othmar screwed up his eyes again. This time
to focus. The Wegensteins’ entire family history was crammed into
the room. Next to the bed, which was held up by old books, stood a
knight’s suit of armor. Above the writing desk, which served as a hat
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rack, a massive lion’s head silently roared. They were watching from
all sides. Most of the stuffed animals looked as though they’d
succumbed to a stroke. The walls were hung with crooked oil
portraits of Wegenstein’s ancestors. Frantz the Saint, who in 1778
drank water from the Jordan in spite of explicit warnings and
perished miserably as a result. Ferdinand the Angry, who drove the
French out in 1809, only to be felled by a vexatious peasant love
affair. Heidrun the Silent, who allegedly uttered just one sentence her
whole life:
— You forgot to close the coffin.
She had said this at the funeral of her husband, who now hung right
beside her: Karl the Cheerful, who was rumored to have been
particularly touched by incest. His infantile disposition was said to
have driven the entire family mad. Wegenstein’s father, Günter the
Generous, hung directly over the bed. The name stemmed from his
habit of gambling away various family lands. Othmar noticed that his
face was peppered with hundreds of small holes. At first he thought it
was moths. But then he noticed the darts lying by the bedside table.
Roland Wegenstein was the only one not hanging on the wall. He
hadn’t yet earned himself an epithet. Roland the Pipe-SmokingSquare-Skull wasn’t a great fit. Neither was Roland the Cuckold or
Roland the Outcast. After marrying a commoner, Wegenstein had
been declared persona non grata by the rest of the family. Rosa, the
caretaker’s daughter, had made eyes at the count even as a child.
When she told him she was pregnant, he had married her, but still
forced her to walk on his left-hand side as tradition dictated. He
hadn’t found anyone for his right-hand side, because he was either
too impoverished or too dull for the majority of noblewomen.
Rosa had lost the baby in the eleventh week. Malicious tongues
claimed that she’d never been pregnant at all, but had forced the
gullible Wegenstein into a shot-gun marriage. Roland the Naive. Not
an attribute for which one would like to be hung on a wall.
The morganatic marriage lasted longer than many predicted. Even
though Rosa didn’t conceive again. Those fifteen years did anything
but fly by. Instead, the caretaker’s daughter had to watch as ever
fewer of the castle’s rooms were occupied from year to year. So
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nobody was surprised, except Wegenstein himself, when she ran off
with the electrician after the latter sold his house to Chen. Mayor
Zesch once joked that he must have spotted a loose connection in the
Wegenstein marriage.
— What do you want?
Wegenstein’s puffs of smoke grew into dense clouds that hovered
over his square skull. Othmar noticed that even the women in the
portraits had been cursed with the same head shape.
— Where is he?
Othmar tried to keep it brief so that Wegenstein wouldn’t notice his
slurred speech.
— You’re drunk.
— I asked you where he is.
— Who?
— Don’t play dumb with me!
— Since when did you become a policeman?
Wegenstein eyed Othmar, who was swaying on the spot. But didn’t
offer him a seat.
— Whatever you do, don’t knock anything over.
Othmar nodded as if this were in his power. He kept his body in
motion so as not to lose his balance. And looked in the process like
an outsize, frozen duck.
— I saw the white Toyota.
— The white Toyota? Are we talking, peut-être, of a unique entity?
— How much did he offer you?
Thought bubbles rose from Wegenstein’s pipe, but Othmar couldn’t
decipher them. Only now did he notice that the count was wearing a
fur coat. And he wondered how many beavers had needed to sacrifice
their lives for it. In the past, the citizens of Regina Spa had eaten
them en masse during Lent. Because the church had declared them to
be fish, which were allowed to be eaten at Lent. Wegenstein’s father
was not only generous, he was also a passionate hunter. He’d made
sure that beaver was served in all the gourmet temples, thus
hastening its extinction… Othmar’s thoughts had wandered. He
summoned them back with a drunken sigh.
— Where are you off to?
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Wegenstein looked at him inquiringly.
— Where would I be off to? A Wegenstein stays put. We’re not
nomads. Contrairement à tous les trâites.
Othmar ignored this aristocratic snobbery and pointed a swollen
index finger at the count.
— Cos you’ve got your coat on.
— I wear it whenever I don’t want people to outstay their welcome.
Une vieille habitude.
Although Othmar couldn’t understand why such behavior would
prevent uninvited guests from lingering, he saw it as additional proof
of Chen’s arrival.
— You couldn’t have known I was coming. So: what did the
Chinaman want?
Othmar narrowed his eyes, because a detective always narrows his
eyes when he grills someone.
— He’s not Chinese.
— So where did he get his slitty eyes from, then?
— From Hallstatt.
— From Hallstatt?
— From Hallstatt.
Wegenstein gave an arrogant smile. And blew smoke at Othmar as if
he could conjure him away with it. Othmar waved the swathes back
at him.
Chinese people live in Hallstatt too, said Othmar. After all, he wasn’t
a hick. He’d welcomed the whole world to his club. While
Wegenstein was trapped in his incestuous castle.
— But he’s a local, Wegenstein replied dryly.
— A local Chinaman, slurred Othmar.
— He has the same passport as you.
— You want to defend him now?
— I just want to stick to the facts.
— These fucking Chinese think they can buy up everything.
Othmar threw these words in the direction of Wegenstein’s ancestors,
in the hope of recruiting allies. If they’d still been alive, there would
have been angry murmurs right about now. A Chinaman no longer
recognizably a Chinaman? A gay guy no longer recognizably gay? A
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Nazi no longer a Nazi? Even their useless descendant no longer
looked like an aristo. What kind of world was this!
But silence reigned. And Wegenstein showed no sign of confessing.
— I’ve got everything I need.
— You’ve got nothing.
— I’ve got everything.
If only Othmar could at least describe the Chinaman. He only knew
him by the white Toyota. Rich Chen in his white rust bucket. No
style. Disgusting. Degrading. But one learned the art of saving from
the rich. So what would he look like? Like all the goddamn Chinese.
Othmar wondered if he’d ever remembered what a Chinese person
looked like. He’d even forgotten the face of the restaurant owner
who’d refreshed his sodium glutamate levels every week. In the end,
the Chinaman had also sold out to the Chinaman. Perplexed, he
looked at Wegenstein. Then he whispered:
— I just want to help you.
— I don’t need your help.
— We’ve got to stick together now.
— We barely know each other, growled Wegenstein.
— If you leave, it’s over.
— It’s already been over for a long time.
Even if Wegenstein didn’t know what he meant by IT exactly. For
him, IT had never begun. He’d been in a checkmate position his
entire life; born into this lineage so he could eventually die and join
the others who lay in the castle crypt below. That was the plan. And
the warning looks of the ancestral gallery made sure he kept to it.
— You’re not to move an inch.
— A Wegenstein has his sacred duty.
— Roland the Fickle.
— Roland the Traitor.
— This Chen will just throw our bones on the scrapheap.
They muttered away constantly in his head. They’d already driven
his wife away with their nagging. Could he really blame her? How
many times had Rosa tried to persuade him to leave? How many
times had she said she didn’t care about any of this? That they’d be
happier somewhere else. That she could no longer bear the gawping
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eyes of the dead.
Would things have been different if Chen had turned up a few years
earlier? Could he get her back if he accepted his offer now? Roland
the Conqueror. The other Wegensteins had always just held the fort.
But Roland would go forth to conquer new territory. None of them
had done that in centuries.
The billowing smoke billowed in every direction. Two million! For
someone his age, that meant a secure income for life. Someplace
where you were a moneybags instead of an old bag at sixty. And then
he wouldn’t have to look wrecks like Othmar in the eye anymore. He
wasn’t one of them. It was his last chance.
But what was this IT? Was it even possible for someone like him not
to be a Wegenstein? And what to do with his new-found freedom? He
had lost Rosa for good. After her reinvention as an electrician’s wife,
she would no longer be impressed by two million. Especially as she
secretly called him Roland the Dull, or Roland the Unsexy. He had
no one. Apart from the other square-skulls up on the wall. Who could
he talk to? With a frown, he saw his pipe had gone out.
— Is that it?
He knocked it out. And packed it afresh.
— For now, yes, slurred Othmar with a nod.
— In that case, I bid you good night, said Wegenstein, and closed his
eyes to pull again on his pipe. The swathes of smoke showed Othmar
the way to the door.
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3.

The stars shone as if the night sky were a rag full of holes. As though
a party were taking place behind it to which Othmar hadn’t been
invited. Drunkenly, he stumbled across the icy road. He had to let the
others know. There was no way he could handle this on his own. The
Luziwuzi shone like a ramshackle lighthouse at the far end of town.
Other ghostly signs of life flickered sporadically like guttering
candles across the ravine. It was only a matter of time before they
were all snuffed out.
Most of them couldn’t be trusted. Most were just waiting for an offer
from Chen. But when the count sold his castle, that would be it!
There’d be nothing left except the Waldhaus Hotel, the church, the
Luziwuzi and a few houses. Which would then be worthless. Which
someone like Chen obviously knew. What was his plan? There was
one – that much was clear. One that would only work if...
Othmar came to a momentary stop in front of Rebekka’s house.
— Oh, Rebekkah.
He was reminded of something his grandmother had once said:
— It’s the only house that no one’s died in yet.
Which was probably because it was the only modern build. And as
such, was even less able to withstand the forces of nature. Rampant
growth was running particularly wild in the former nursery. A huge
birch tree protruded from the greenhouse. It had broken through the
glass long ago. Triumphantly, it stretched its branches upwards.
Nature victorious! No. More like animals returning to a crumbling
zoo.
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Paradox, thought Othmar. Even though he had never used the word
paradox before.
He had lied when he told Selma he’d never left Regina Spa. There
had actually been no need. Selma and Rebekka had never met.
Nobody in Regina Spa had known Selma until three years ago. Her
mother had separated from her disgusting plastic surgeon and
dumped Selma in a boarding school. From there, Selma had fled
straight to the commune. Many had said it would send Baumgartner
to an early grave. But she’d never had much of a gift for happiness,
anyway. Selma had inherited her tendency to always pick the wrong
men. Although she would never have termed Sedrick a mistake:
rather, he was the one who’d rescued her from the boarding school
where they were about to destroy her soul. Even so, Othmar didn’t
understand what she saw in the Australian fatso. To him, grown men
with freckles always looked bizarre. He found his childish paintings
ridiculous, too. Everything about the guy was retarded. Nonetheless,
he’d managed to gather a dozen zealots at his farmhouse in
Weikersdorf. Their motto: Art as Religion.
— It’s his charisma, Othmar.
He probably just has a big dick. It was often little things like that.
— He protected the child in me.
— He kept you all from growing up.
But Othmar hadn’t said that. He didn’t want to offend Selma. No. He
tried to hide his jealousy. He wanted to look confident in front of her.
Which was ridiculous. Confidence definitely wasn’t one of his
strengths. Still, he’d told her as good as nothing about Rebekkah. Just
as she had told him hardly anything about Weikersdorf.
— What’s ahead of us no longer counts.
For Othmar only the past counted. As if things only existed when you
could remember them.
He stood before Rebekkah’s house. They’d known each other since
birth. They’d sat next to one another in first grade. They’d shared not
only a tree house, but their first records, too. Every afternoon he had
played tennis against the wall of her garage. She’d sat on the balcony
and watched him play. Like a player’s wife at Wimbledon. On his
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fifteenth birthday he had kissed her for the first time. A year later
they had slept together. She had sung with Sisters in Blisters. He’d
written the songs. Without being able to play an instrument. His
guitar — it was all playback. No one knew but the other Sisters. It
was pure punk. The pose more important than the craft. He heard her
dark, echoing voice.
I’m drunk — this is Paris.
I’m drunk — this is Oslo.
I’m drunk — this is Kabul.
When Rebekka told him she was leaving Regina Spa to lose herself
in the big wide world, Othmar panicked.
— If you leave me, I’m coming with you.
She didn’t say no. She didn’t say yes. She didn’t say anything.
Just a year later, she sent him home. But Los Angeles wouldn’t have
been for him anyway. A city with no center. Not like Regina Spa,
which was but a single center. Perhaps the decline had begun when
they erected the brutalist convention center in the middle of town.
Like a clunky foreign object, it hung around with an affronted air.
Just like Othmar in Los Angeles.
— Sardines always swim in circles. As if there’s an invisible center.
Sardines are just like this city, Othmar. And that’s why I love L.A. so
much.
Rebekka was right. In Los Angeles everyone constantly drove in
circles. But Othmar still couldn’t make out a center.
They moved in with a gay actor they’d picked up in a bar in West
Hollywood. They were new in town and Jonathan let them stay. He
seemed to find Rebekka impressive. He called her Odessa, because
for him there was no sadder city. Even though he’d never actually
been there. But you could imagine anything in Rebekkah’s face. The
longer you gazed at it, the more other-worldly it seemed.
— You always look like someone who’s just arrived, said Jonathan.
Rebekka was obsessed with becoming an American. The gay actor
offered to marry her. Then she would get her longed-for passport
after two years. All she had to do was live with him. And convince a
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man from the authorities that their love was real. Americans were
scrupulous about preventing fake marriages. Othmar thought it was
all a joke. And it was precisely during this interview that it had
happened, said Rebekka. As she was raving about Jonathan to the
official and affirming how great her love was — that was the
moment when her love for Jonathan was truly born. Ascending in her
like a phoenix. She was completely overcome.
— But he’s gay, Othmar had said.
— I don’t care. That doesn’t change my love for him.
Othmar had to move into a small room. Meanwhile, he was no longer
sure whether Jonathan wasn’t bisexual after all. Three months later
the actor was dead. Overdose. Rebekka had found him. Then she’d
had to go back to the official and present herself as a credible widow.
When Jonathan’s mother arrived from Texas to view her son’s body,
she was surprised to find out he had married. She knew nothing
about his homosexuality or his nuptials. Rebekka assured her that
their love had been real. She kept his secret, which was probably the
reason he’d fled to L.A. in the first place. And leafed through the
photo album with her.
— I’m glad he had such a wonderful wife, at least.
Then the mother left, and the two Sisters from Regina Spa stood lost
in a stranger’s apartment.
— And now?
— You’re going back.
— Aren’t you?
— No. I want to be an American.
Othmar shook his head.
— That’s bullshit!
Started screaming.
— You were fucking with me the whole time!
He grabbed her. Rebekkah never fought back. Not during sex and not
when he got angry. This capitulation made him furious. As if she
were leaving her body. The louder he screamed, the more elusive she
became. Then the mocking look left her eyes. And made way for a
statue’s gaze. Unfocused. Fucking emptiness. He tore at her thick
strands of hair. A jungle that he had to clear. He scratched her
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haughty eyelids. A cliff face he kept slipping down. He choked her.
She held her breath. Weightlessness. He pressed her to the floor.
Don’t fly away now. He penetrated her. Not a sound. He couldn’t get
any closer to her than that.
When he left, she was sitting at the window, staring at the sardines of
Los Angeles.
— My homesickness is worst whenever I’m home.
— But I’m your chronicler.
— You’re the stone in my shoe.
Then he left the world. And returned to Regina Spa.
***
— I’ll write a song about you wherever we go.
He’d said that as they were standing on the station platform back
home. Ready for the big wide world. At that point, he’d still believed
his home was wherever Rebekka laid her head.
— I don’t need songs anymore, she had replied.
Only later did he realize that home was the place you always
returned to involuntarily.
— What do you see in someone who sees nothing in you?
The other Sisters had always viewed Rebekka as the blister infecting
their male circle. For her, the band was just the putty in their
friendship. For Othmar it was the other way around. The Sisters were
the accessories. And the blister was the main act.
It was possible that she saw nothing in him. Othmar loved Rebekkah.
And Rebekka loved the world. It was clearly a habit of his to hold on
to what couldn’t be grasped. He loved only ghosts. The ones who
haunted his life, but never dropped anchor. In the end, his thing with
Selma was no different. It was all just playback. A pretense. All just
distraction. All just deception. All just imitation. They played at love,
because there was no other love available.
He wished that Selma would stay over at his place more often. But
he didn’t want to be with her. He didn’t want to be with anyone. No
one knew him like Rebekkah. And no one knew Othmar like she did.
She needed someone to wait for her. And he needed someone who
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wasn’t there. Above all else, though, she hated her mother, who had
insisted that her daughter became an unhappy gardener. Just like her
mother and grandmother before her.
— Why should I grow plants in a greenhouse, when they can grow
freely elsewhere?
In the end, her parents had also sold up to Chen. At any rate, they had
disappeared from one day to the next. Just like everyone else had
suddenly disappeared. Nobody ever said goodbye. They all left
overnight. As if it were a condition.
Othmar had found his calling. Probably because he had no other
calling to speak of now. Only he could stop Chen.

[END OF SAMPLE]
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